Skills on wheels by TPSDI
Tata Power, recently inaugurated Tata Power Skill Development Institutes (TPSDI) Skills on Wheels, a mobile concept to make skill trainings more accessible to people. Through this mobile training and assessment center, TPSDI will provide Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), Motor Rewinding, Solar Skills; training and accreditation to neighbourhood electricians, etc...

Energy Fest (TPDDL)
It organised its annual energy awareness test - Urja Mela 2017 aimed at sensitising school children on the importance of energy conservation, climate change and renewable energy. This year the event saw participation of over 1,200 students of Delhi.

Environment ministry green lights Gujarat wind measurement project
The environment ministry has given its approval to a wind measurement project that would involve setting up an offshore data collection platform in the Gulf of Kutch, near the Gujarat coast, as part of efforts to ensure that India harnesses the enormous wind power potential along its 7,600km coastline

Maha discom fails to pay Rs2,300-cr dues to energy firms
MSEDC said some payments had been made in April. "However, we have Rs 2,300 crore worth of payments pending as the financial health of the discom has deteriorated in the last one year on account of non payment of dues by customers," the spokesperson told FE. Continuum Wind Energy, which has not received its dues since November 2015 was on the verge of default, Arvind Bansal, CEO told...

Power Producers Meet Republic Day Demand of Discoms
Indian power producers supplied almost all the electricity demanded by distribution companies on January 26, falling short by 482 megawatts, which is one of the lowest levels in the four decades since such data has been compiled nationally.

Chandrasekaran elected as Board Chairman
N. Chandrasekaran, Chairman designate of Tata Sons and currently CEO & MD of Tata Consultancy Services, was on Tuesday elected as Chairman, Tata Steel board.

AirAsia India picks Deepak Mahendra as CFO
Mahendra replaces Ankur Khanna, who quit last month within ten months of joining the airline, after the ED summoned him in connection with the alleged financial wrongdoings at the airline under its earlier head. The ED is probing a Rs22 crore scam in the airline. Mahendra has been with Tata Power as the chief of corporate finance and accounts since 2008....
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